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                                      outline  
                                        

overview

first evidence of direct CP in Bs
0  K- π+  and precision at B0 K+ π-

evidence of direct CP in B±  K± π+π- and B± K±K+K-

evidence of direct CP in B± π±K+K-  and B± π±π+π- 

conclusion
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PRL 108,201601(2012)

LHCb-CONF-2012-018

LHCb-CONF-2012-028 newpreliminarypreliminary

preliminarypreliminary  LL= 1.0 fb⁻¹= 1.0 fb⁻¹

 LL= 0.35 fb⁻¹= 0.35 fb⁻¹

 LL= 1.0 fb⁻¹= 1.0 fb⁻¹
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                                     overview 
                                                     
               

_

access to CKM CP transitions bu and  td    γ at tree level    probe to new physics.

similar diagrams for two and three body     mainly tree and penguin contributions.

penguin amplitudes expected to be small      extra suppression in ∝3 modes.

rich Dalitz plot interference pattern for three body modes.

extensively studied by b factories and tevatron yet new intriguing results.

observable:  
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B0 K+ π- B K π+π- and B K K+K-

BπK+K-  and Bππ+π-Bs
0 K- π+

Γ(B- f) +Γ(B+ f)
ACP = Γ(B

- f) -Γ(B+ f)_
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                                     overview 
                           

2011 luminosity  1.0fb⁻¹

excellent tracking and vertexing 

excellent  particle identification

magnet, reversion of polarity 

efficient hadronic triggers (particularly for B hh)
CKM2012
Cincinnati, 28/SET-2/OCT

LHCb     
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                Bs
0 K- π+  and B0 K+ π-
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PRL 108,201601(2012)
 LL= 0.35 fb⁻¹= 0.35 fb⁻¹

no prior evidence evidence of CP in Bs
0 system        simplest hadronic measurement

ANALYSIS:
   very efficient hadronic trigger      one high Pt track
 
   Bs

0 Kπ ~14×lower decay rate and ~4 × lower production than B0 Kπ 
             tighter selection for Bs

0

   magnetic field polarity reversion        minimizes instrumental charge asymmetry      
            L= 0.35fb⁻¹ = 0.15fb⁻¹(up) 0.20fb⁻¹ (down)

   inclusive hh selection under π⁺π⁻ mass hypothesis within 4.7-5.9 GeV/c²
             RICH particle ID to distinguish modes and estimate cross-feed background
             relative efficiencies from D*⁺ and Λ calibration samples  

   

PDG
= -0.097± 0.012

=  0.39 ±0.17*

* CDF(PRL106(2011)181802)
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                Bs
0 K- π+  and B0 K+ π-
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PRL 108,201601(2012)

unbinned maximum likelihood fit:

Bs
0 Bs

0

B0B0
_

_
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                Bs
0 K- π+  and B0 K+ π-
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PRL 108,201601(2012)

corrections:
   instrumental from D*  and untagged D hh

   B0
(s)

  -B0
(s)

 mixing

  
   production from  B0 J/ψK*0

total corrections               
           

 

first evidence  3.3σmost precise  >6σ

first evidence  3.3σfirst evidence  3.3σ

_
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LHCb-CONF-2012-018preliminarypreliminary

similar physics     γ in tree ∝λ4     penguin ∝λ2 

belong to the same strong interaction “family”:
  

     final states related through well stablished scattering KKππ 

similar  statistics

same selection except for particle ID and background vetoes 

similar experimental challenges     use of BJ/ψ(μμ)K as control channel to 
estimate K instrumental and B production asymmetries     ~ 60 K events

trigger on signal and independent of signal samples

           

Σ Γ(P→fα(i)) = Σ Γ(P→fα(i)) 
 

fα(i)Fi fα(i)Fi

_ _
__

from CPT(bigi&sanda 2nd edition pp 57)

in Fi all fα connected via strong interactions

                  B Kπ+π- and B KK+K- 
                                                               
        

 LL= 1.0 fb⁻¹= 1.0 fb⁻¹
LHCb-CONF-2012-018preliminarypreliminary

(PRL45(1980)1469)
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B-     18168 ± 170 B+     17540 ± 169 

B-     10289 ± 110 B+     11606 ± 117 

                  B Kπ+π- and B KK+K- 
                                                               
        

LHCb-CONF-2012-018preliminarypreliminary

PDGPDG
=  0.038± 0.022

= -0.017 ± 0.030
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LHCb-CONF-2012-018preliminarypreliminary

ρ0,f0,fx

χc0

K*,K*0

large positivepositive CP at low mπ+π-
no evidence of CP in Kπ 

*±40MeV mB mass window

                                B Kπ+π- dalitz* 
                                                               
        asymmetry in the number of events:

AA ≡ (N⁻-N⁺)/(N⁻+N⁺) ;  N=sig+bkg 

equal population binning

m²K⁺π- projection m²π⁺π- projection
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LHCb-CONF-2012-018preliminarypreliminary

J/ψ

very large negativenegative CP at low mK+K-
not clearly associated to a resonance

f2(1525)

*±40MeV mB mass window

                             B KK+K- dalitz*
                                                               
        asymmetry in the number of events:

AA ≡ (N⁻-N⁺)/(N⁻+N⁺) ;  N=sig+bkg 

equal population binning

m²K+K-low projectionm²K+K-high projection

χc0

φ

φ f2(1525)
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LHCb-CONF-2012-028preliminarypreliminary

similar physics      γ in tree ∝λ³     penguin Vtd ∝λ³ 

CPT connected       related  final state through scattering KK→ππ. 
  
similar  statistics       large backgrounds

same selection except for particle ID and background vetoes 

similar experimental challenges      use of J/ψK as control channel to estimate 
production asymmetries

trigger on signal and independent of signal sub samples

dalitz acceptance correction

           

new

 LL= 1.0 fb⁻¹= 1.0 fb⁻¹

                   B ππ+π- and B πK+K- 
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LHCb-CONF-2012-028preliminarypreliminary
B+     2718 ± 71 B+     2111 ± 66 

                   B ππ+π- and B πK+K- 
                                                               
        

B+     619 ± 47 B+     875 ± 50 
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LHCb-CONF-2012-028preliminarypreliminary

ρ0,f0
f2(1270)

m²π+π-low projection, m²π+π-high <15

m²π+π-low projection, m²π+π-high >15

*±40MeV mB mass window

                                  B ππ+π- dalitz*
                                                               
        asymmetry in the number of events:

AA ≡ (N⁻-N⁺)/(N⁻+N⁺) ;  N=sig+bkg 

equal population binning
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   B ππ+π- zoom in the large CP region 
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LHCb-CONF-2012-028preliminarypreliminary
event yields            m²π+π-high >15

B⁻ B⁺ m²π+π-low <0.4  m²π+π-low <0.4

veryvery large positivepositive CP in 
a region of the phase space
not  associated to a resonance

▽ B⁻
▲ B⁺

ρ
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                                  B πK+K- dalitz*
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LHCb-CONF-2012-028preliminarypreliminary

K*,K*0

Bkg J/ψ

Resonance ?

no  φ signature

*±40MeV mB mass window

asymmetry in the number of events:

AA ≡ (N⁻-N⁺)/(N⁻+N⁺) ;  N=sig+bkg 

equal population binning

m²K⁺K- projection

m²K⁺π- projection
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   B πK+K- zoom in the large CP region  
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LHCb-CONF-2012-028preliminarypreliminaryevent yields            
▽ B⁻
▲ B⁺

 B⁻                      m²K+K- <1.5  B⁺                      m²K+K- <1.5

veryvery large negativenegative CP in 
a region of the phase space
not  associated to a resonance
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CP observed in all 4 channels

largelarge CP in  B± π±K+K-  and B± π±π+π- (∝3 , ∝3 ) as comparedas compared to 
B±  K± π+π- and B± K±K+K-  (∝4 , ∝2 )       similar pattern observed in  
the two body decays for   Bs

0  K- π+  and B0 K+ π- 

positivepositive  CP in B±K± π+π-   and  B± π±π+π-       negativenegative in   B±π±K+K-  
and B± K±K+K-  .

CP not uniform  in the dalitz plot      large CP in the low K+K-  and π+π- 
invariant mass regions      no evidence of large CP elsewhere. 

CP do not follow usual resonance structure      future amplitude analysis 
will need to incorporate this feature.

CKM2012
Cincinnati, 28/SET-2/OCT

                                   remarks    
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first evidenceevidence of direct CP in Bs
0  K- π+  and precision at B0 K+ π-

evidenceevidence of direct CP in B±  K± π+π- and B± K±K+K-

large CP in regions of the dalitz plot 

evidenceevidence of direct CP in B± π±K+K-  and B± π±π+π- 

very large CP in regions of the dalitz plot 
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PRL 108,201601(2012)

LHCb-CONF-2012-018

LHCb-CONF-2012-028
new

preliminarypreliminary

preliminarypreliminary  LL= 1.0 fb⁻¹= 1.0 fb⁻¹

 LL= 0.35 fb⁻¹= 0.35 fb⁻¹

 LL= 1.0 fb⁻¹= 1.0 fb⁻¹

                                conclusion  
                                                     
              

 

  3.7σ

  2.8σ+
-

-
+

+
-

  3.3σ

  >6σ

  4.2σ

  3.0σ

  >7σ

  >9σ

expect ~triple the sample with 2012 data
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                Bs
0 K- π+  and B0 K+ π-
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PRL 108,201601(2012)

 
instrumental from D*  and untagged D hh

B0
(s)

  -B0
(s)

 mixing

 

production from  B⁰ J/ψK*⁰

    negligible for Bs⁰ 

total corrections               
           

 

first evidence  3.3σmost precise  >6σ

first evidence  3.3σfirst evidence  3.3σ

_

small
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                                     overview 
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